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Bilgaip Kocishta – Bige was born on 1971 in Tetovo. Almost two dec-
ades active in artistic scene, mastering the fine art with love and per-
sistence, with an artistic idiom of his own, with a particular painting 
practice and ethical attitude towards the artworks, to the advantage of 
the authenticity of his own artwork.  

Therefore, his creative imagination results in artworks of different 
contents, filled with researching energy which refers to the artist’s 
productivity and personal signs of his own artistic language. 

So far Bilgaip Kocishta - Bige has organized a dozen solo exhibitions 
and participated in as many group exhibitions. He also has partici-
pated in numerous art colonies and repeatedly rewarded for his artis-
tic creativity. 

Currently Bige lives and works as freelance artist in Tetovo.  



Collection of 22 works of oil on canvas is the author of his abundant production. 

The still lives, showing the juicily objectified fruits, approach their ultimate materialization with the elabora-
tion, with a balanced choice of colors, especially in the application of the white tones, with subtle permeating 

of the light and semi-light zones and passages.  

The works which include segments of calligraphy, butterflies or stones treated as artistic elements – symboli-
cal interpretation of two opposites: the temporary and the eternal, life and death. The stone – a symbol of sta-
bility, permanence, immortality, eternity, cohesion… The butterfly – a symbol of birth and resurrection, repre-

senting the soul and the immortality; life, death and resurrection. 

This is a display of an artistic symbiosis of objects, signs and symbols, articulated, artistically remodeled, 
transposed into artworks in which Bilgaip Kocishta – Bige simplifies several artistic skills, incorporating the 

material and the spiritual culture of this region.  
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